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Abstract. Online learning becomes students’ daily routine during the COVID-
19 pandemic period. It makes the learning activity must be implemented at home
virtually and learning from school is not recommended. However, not all students
can follow online learning. They admit if they are complicated in understanding
the class materials delivered or shared by their teacher. To make better conditions,
there is a way to make students stay motivated to learn bymaking notes to keep the
material be memorized in their mind. In this article, the writer wants to explain the
application of Cornell note-taking for students during the online class or virtual
learning or school from home in the COVID-19 pandemic. This article is non-
research based paper. Cornell note is considered an effective way to make notes
for school lectures. To be more specific, this article chooses English lectures for
school and the writer picks reading as the basic English skill to become the focus.
Cornell note has benefits for students because the display of its note will gain
students’ attention while they reading the passage of school’s material. Hopefully,
Cornell notes can be practiced for students for a better understanding of materials
in the classroom activity.
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1 Online Learning During COVID-19 Pandemic

The COVID-19 pandemic reaches its first outbreak in March 2020. The World Health
Organization sets up the standard in doing the daily activity and stays in health protocol
which is washing hands, keeping the distance, and putting the mask on. Therefore, the
life cycle and aspects are drastically changed adapting to the situation and condition,
including education. During this time, education is the most affected category since its
routine has changed in every subject, especially the learning activity. If the students
are guided in school before, so from this time they guided under their parents. They
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are also required to use an internet connection to run the learning activity. Thanks to
online learning, gives students to get more time with their parents at home, vice versa.
Another positive side is that it provides control to set time, place, and learning process
patterns between teachers and students (Sharma 2012). However, on the other side,
online learning has disadvantages either, which as a loss of motivation to study because
they are a lack of face-to-face interaction between teachers and students. Other than that,
not all teachers and students have enough facilities for internet connection use, whether
in the financial or the residence.

1.1 Student’s Perceptions in Online Class During the Pandemic

According to Dewi Surani (2020), students respond that online class is quiet good
although there are many obstacles and it needs to be planned, implemented, and evalu-
ated, so the improvement is required. From her research, it shows that the students feel
lack of attention to the teacher. Since online learning must be facilitated by technology
during this new normal life cycle, it requires students to use internet data or quota. How-
ever, not all students can reach or afford it. Dewi Surani (2020) mentions that from her
research with active students in university, there are 29% who are easy to access the
online learning, but it even does not reach until 50%. There are other difficulties such as
weather and signal according to the area where the student lives at. In conclusion, the
students have difficulty reaching the online access of learning.

1.2 Teacher’s Perceptions in Online Class During the Pandemic

Like the students, school teachers also have their impressions towards the online learning.
The first topic is the challenge. According to Rasmitadila (2020), the challenges are
experience of online class (they have to do it but never), less conductive of the students
during the learning, student’s participation, and technical barriers on online teaching
(poor network).

2 Issues in Online Class During COVID-19 Pandemic

2.1 Problem in Understanding Reading in English Class

Since English is not the first language in this country, learning English needs more
motivation and comprehension to understand the language as awhole. Learning a foreign
language is something interesting for students because it is a chance to learn about
another culture that exists in this world. Yet not all students can follow the composition
of the language itself to be digested in the students’ memory. One of the reasons is that
they cannot understand the vocabularies that are written in a text. Moreover, during this
pandemic, students learn independently without a real interaction which is face-to-face
with the teacher, and the interaction is only available virtually.

For example, one female student from SMA N 1 Godean grade X, who becomes
the interviewee in “KKN Mandiri UNY 2021” in Nogosari village, admits that she has
difficulty in understanding English vocabularies and the reason is since the online class
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has been fixed, the teacher only uses the e-learning from the school rather than virtual
meeting, so it requires the students to read all of the tasks, instructions, and also the
text in English. However, this female student needs more time to get and memorize the
meaning.

2.2 The Solution: Note-Takin

The best way to memorize school materials is using note-taking. A note is a product
of writing that contains words of information by recording or preserving the sources
(Piolat et al. 2005, as cited in Yuniarti and Ika 2018). In taking notes, a proper technique
is required because it affects how the student can understand the lectures. In this article,
there will be a discussion about how to set note-taking strategy, and the Cornell format
is chosen as the strategy to make the notes better.

3 Cornell Note Method

Taking notes is an activity that requires the writer to catch and get the information while
recognizing the idea and keeping it in mind (Bahrami and Nosratzadeh 2017). If the
notes of lectures are organized well, the student can re-read the note to memorize the
idea better. Note-takingmakes an easier strategy to understand thematerial (Nihei (2002)
and Andrade (2006) as quoted in Yasin et al. (2018), as cited in Maulidia (2021)). In this
case, there is an effective way to make a sustainable note called the Cornell method.

3.1 Discussion about Cornell Note Method

Cornell method is published by Walter Pauk, a professor from Cornell University in the
1960s. The structure of the Cornell note method is using 3 columns in one table that
includes keywords (to write vocabularies or questions), notes (to write the paraphrase
after reading the lecture’smaterial), and summary (to summarize the notes). Thismethod
is considered effective since it gives many benefits for students to make it easier in
studying the school materials. However, if there are many advantages, there are also
disadvantages to using the Cornell note method.

3.2 The Advantages and Disadvantages of Cornell Note Method

According to Bahrami and Nosratzadeh (2017), as cited in Maulidia (2021), the advan-
tage in using the Cornell note method is that students can increase their comprehension
because it improves them to pay attention to the material. Taking notes while reading
engages the student’s mind to the topic discussed. According to Piolat et al. (2005),
as cited in Maulidia (2021), when taking notes, memory will work more actively, so it
has an important role in the process. After that, the student, as the writer, can re-read
or review repeatedly the notes as permanent memory storage, so they can recall the
information. Cornell note helps the student create long-term memory of the important
ideas (Evans and Shively 2019). Hence, they can write the vocabularies on the keywords
section with the meaning (by dictionary) while reading and summarizing the materials.
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Fig. 1. Cornel note method table

However, there are some disadvantages of the Cornell method which is that it is rarely
being practiced in class as the supporting technique for note-taking. Last but not least,
the only student who has good EFL skills can follow in a short time. If the students do
not have it, they are complicated to get the materials.

Although there are some disadvantages to using the Cornell method, the advantages
give more benefits for students. The student can use the technique as long as they want
to learn.

4 Figures of Cornell Note Method

Cornell note method uses three columns which include cue column, note taking area,
and summary. Cue column is used for writing questions or keywords after following the
materials. Note taking area is used for writing short sentences and abbreviations based
on the writer’s paraphrase. The last one is summary that is used for paraphrasing the
sentences from the note taking area (Fig. 1).
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